Jeep JL Hi-Lift Jack Mount
Installation instructions
Questions (949) 393-1111
Kit Contents:
(2) Jack Mount Brackets
(1) 3/8” Nut
(1) ½” Nut
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(4) Gold 6mm Flange Bolts
(1) 1” X ½” Bolt

Required Tools:
- (2) 13mm Sockets and/or Wrenches

WARNING:
Always use wrenches to tighten fasteners, when mounting your Hi-Lift Jack
*For Soft Top Installation START ON PAGE 3
*Hard Top Instructions begin here;
1. Gripping the bottom of the plastic cover, pull the cover off of the roll bar. (held on with clips)
2. (2) 6mm fasteners, attached the driver's side bracket. (bracket with threaded stud)

3. (2) 6mm fasteners - repeat above to attach the passenger's side bracket.
4. (1) ½” bolt and 1/2" nut - Install your Hi-Lift Jack.
5. Optional - Reinstall the plastic covers.

6. For the cleanest look, the plastic cover can be trimmed to make space around the brackets.

We are a small company working hard to make Jeeps better.
Posts and write-ups are greatly appreciated.
Thank you for your business - Brett Woods - Owner

*Soft Top Instructions begin here;
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WARNING:
Always use wrenches to tighten fasteners, when mounting your Hi-Lift Jack
Required Tools:
- (2) 13mm Sockets and/or Wrenches

-Torx Wrench Set

1. Remove driver's and passenger's side factory torx bolts (1st picture)
2. The factory top frame swivel mechanism can be rested on the factory adapter bracket
(second picture). Lift the soft top frame, shift to driver's side and rest the swivel mechanism on the
driver's side adapter bracket. Allows you to easily perform the next step.

3. Remove passenger's side factory torx bolts (next picture)
4. With 2 hex head flange bolts, install passenger's Hi-Lift bracket between factory adapter
bracket and rollbar (Second picture below)
5. Lift and shift soft top frame to rest the frame on passenger's adapter bracket.
6.Install driver's side Hi-Lift bracket.

7. Lift soft top frame and place swivel mechanisms in adapter brackets (1st picture on 1st page)
8. Use for factory torx bolts to fasten both swivel mechanisms to factory adapter brackets.

9. Your Hi-Lift jack may now be mounted with the soft top in either the up or down position.

Dominion OffRoad is a small company working hard to make Jeeps better
Posts and write-ups are greatly appreciated
Thank you for your business - Brett Woods - Owner

